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Introduction

There are forty-eight Satanic runes, conveyed in antiquity as the "Theban Alphabet" or "Alphabet of Honorius". It is said to have been delivered by Honorius of Thebes, the writer of the grimoire known as the Liber Juratus or Sworn Book of Honorius. The runes themselves are called runes in the sense of being magical letters. They should not be mistaken as equivalent to the Germanic runes, though there are parallel uses.

They were revealed by demons.

They possess three primary uses:

- spell-casting
- contemplation
- divination

In spell-casting, they can be used in two ways:

- talismans/amulets
- burning

In contemplation, they are contemplated visually.

In divination, they are answers to questions posed.

Each rune has two states:

- standing
When standing, the room has positive, active or dense energy. When inverted, it has an opposite, parallel or complementary implication. (This is only a general rule, however, and there are specific cases where such does not apply.) The state of how the rune is intentionally depicted defines its use.
Standing Runes

1. Life (A)
2. Consciousness (B)
3. Power (C)
4. Progress (D)
5. Knowledge (E)
6. Status (F)
7. Wealth (G)
8. Love (H)
9. Pleasure (I)
10. Protection (K)
11. Memory (L)
12. Summoning (M)
13. Bondage (N)
14. Reason (O)
15. Change (P)
16. Body (Q)
17. Truth (R)
18. Harmony (S)
19. Blessing (T)
20. Order (UVW)
21. Finding (X)
22. Friend (Y)
23. Beginning (Z)
24. Material (End)
Inverted Runes

25. Death (A)
26. Sleep (B)
27. Weakness (C)
28. Regress (D)
29. Delusion (E)
30. Downfall (F)
31. Poverty (G)
32. Hate (H)
33. Suffering (I)
34. Attack (K)
35. Forgetfulness (L)
36. Banishing (M)
37. Freedom (N)
38. Unreason (O)
39. Stasis (P)
40. Mind (Q)
41. Deception (R)
42. Conflict (S)
43. Curse (T)
44. Chaos (UVW)
45. Losing (X)
46. Enemy (Y)
47. End (Z)
48. The Immaterial (End)
Spell-casting is the work of causing changes through magic.

These changes may concern spiritual or material reality.

They are classified as "changes" due to their intentionality. They are directed by will rather than fate.

A spell is defined both by its method and its target. "Method" is the means whereby the spell is accomplished. The "target" is the creature, place, situation or thing that the spell intends to influence.

The forty-eight Satanic runes have two primary methods of magical activation:

- talismans / amulets
- burning

Each method has its own respective virtues.

Talismans / amulets have long-term, indirect influence that is tied to a physical location. They are best for spells that last continually with low-level or middling intensity.

Burning has short-term, direct influence that is not tied to a physical location. It is best for quick, dramatic spells with high intensity, and for causing effects from afar.

A talisman can be created from any solid substance. If the solid substance in
question is endowed with magical power, a talisman results. Ideally, the talisman possesses a visual representation of the magical force it is aligned with, but even this is not completely necessary. The endowment, rather, is all that is necessary.

In burning, magical imagery is essential. The magical power is released upon immolation. Prior to immolation, the power is latent and unactualized. The imagery signals and defines the direction of that power.

There are two types of magical imagery: abstract and concrete. Abstract magical imagery resembles nothing specific in the material world. Concrete magical imagery takes forms within the material world and replicates them in a magical context.

As an example, the demonic seals or sigils of the Goetia are abstract imagery, whereas the images made of the degrees of the zodiac or 28 lunar mansions are concrete imagery.

The forty-eight Satanic runes are examples of abstract imagery.

To create a talisman or amulet, draw the rune upon a solid material substance. Present this object to a demon during a summoning ritual. Ask the demon to consecrate the object and endow it with magical power. Ideally, the demon should have powers in harmony with the meaning of the rune. During the ritual, the object becomes a talisman. After the ritual is over, the talisman can be used. The talisman should be kept in close proximity to the target that it is attempting to influence. If the talisman is for protection, the target that it protects should wear the talisman at all times, or have the talisman near them. If the talisman is for cursing or destructive influence, it should also be kept as close as possible to the target, buried nearby or hidden in a location where the target is most likely to frequent.

To perform a spell of burning, choose white, unlined paper and a black heat
resistant bowl. Draw the rune on it. Place the paper in the bowl with the rune clearly visible. Stare at the rune for a few moments, concentrating on it intently. Then burn it. Watch it as it burns, not removing your gaze from it until the rune has been made ash. The ashes should be disposed of outside, at night, and at no other time.
Contemplation

Contemplation is the mental act of receiving or conceiving information.

In magical practice, it refers to a deeper form of mental activity than mere thought.

This deeper form is difficult to describe, but may be regarded as above thought or below thought. It is above in the sense that it is superior. It is below in the sense it is fundamental and originative. It is the level of mind which encounters reality directly.

In magical contemplation, imagery, sound or concept is held in the mind silently. It is a passive activity. Information then arises naturally, uninstigated, and not requiring any special application of soft.

There are two forms of contemplation:

with eyes open

with eyes closed

To have open eyes is best if there is drowsiness or fatigue. Closed eyes is best for deeper contemplation.

To perform open eyed contemplation, draw the rune on clear, unlined paper, staring at it with a fixed gaze. Blinking is acceptable, but do not look away. If a thought arises outside your initial intent, banish it, and return to gazing.

To perform closed eye contemplation, re-create the rune in your mind, visualizing it as white on black or black on white, or another color combination that feels sufficiently vivid. Keep it fixed in your mind. If a
thought arises outside of your initial intent, send it away, and return to gazing.

over time, the answers will arise in the form of mental imagery, thoughts and feelings.

It is necessary to test the answers, however. Information received in contemplation should be coupled with divination. It is very easy for false concoctions to arise in contemplation, distorting or defacing the actual answers.
Divination

Divination is the magical art of uncovering hidden information. The most common method is through the use of random phenomena to which magical correspondences have been ascribed. Examples are the random shuffling of cards, the flipping of coins, the casting of the yarrow stocks, the dripping of wax into water, or the casting of dice. In the case of the forty-eight demonic rooms, a forty-eight sided dice should be used, or a deck of forty-eight cards should be made. Both ways are equally effective.

There are three types of questions which can be submitted in this form of divination:

- the general question
- the prescriptive question
- the diagnostic question

The general question asks regarding the question's target, "What is it / what is it's nature?" The prescriptive question asks, "What should be done (to solve the problem or remove the obstacle)?" and the diagnostic question asks, "What is the problem?"

The nature of the question should be formulated prior to its asking.

The question's target can either exist in the past, present or as a potentiality of the future. Before asking the question, this should be specified, if specification is required for arriving at a meaningful answer.
The Runes

I will now list all runes and their correspondences. Bear in mind that the "target" mentioned can be oneself, another, a group, or even inanimate objects, depending on the context. It can also apply to something past, present or future.

I have decided to use compact language in describing the runes. Read them carefully, then put them to use. More insight will be gained through practice than mere reading.

In divination, if an answer appears unclear, it should be contemplated.
Part I: Standing Runes
1. Life (A)

*Spell:* to heal the target of ailments, to imbue the target with renewed vigor, to extend the target's lifespan

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of life in the cosmos, to give insight into one's personal destiny, to give insight into the nature of the target's life, to give insight into details of the target's life

*General answer:* the target is inherent within the course of life, or is indicated by the life principle

*Prescriptive answer:* physical or mental healing, increasing the flourishing of life, is required to solve the problem or remove the obstacles

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is necessary to the course of life or health, and cannot be removed without damaging or ending that life
The Life Rune:
2. *Consciousness (B)*

*Spell:* to give the target psychic insight, foresight and hindsight, to induce lucid dreams and meditative states in the target, to induce altered states of consciousness in the target, to increase alertness or awakensness in the target

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of consciousness in the cosmos, to give insight into facts and details concerning the target's consciousness or the specifics of their psychology

*General answer:* the target is consciousness or the state of being awake and aware

*Prescriptive answer:* greater awareness or alertness is necessary to solve the problem or remove the obstacle

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is due to the awareness or alertness of someone or something
The Consciousness Rune:
3. *Power* (C)

*Spell:* to give the target power over itself or others

*Insight:* to give insight into how power may be acquired, the best strategy for achieving power in general or in a specific situation

*General answer:* the target is power, or the target has power

*Prescriptive answer:* more power must be achieved to remove the obstacles or solve the problem

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is to the power that someone or something possesses, or due to the nature of power itself
The Power Rune:
Spell: to cause the target to progress quicker than dictated by fate or nature, to push the target towards a desired outcome

Insight: to give foresight regarding the target, to know the target's future or fate, to give insight into the target's development

General answer: the target is in a state of progress or moving forward (development)

Prescriptive answer: forward motion or progress is necessary to solve the problem or remove the obstacle

Diagnostic answer: the problem or obstacle is due to the inevitable nature of the target's progress, or the inevitability of the process that someone or something is engaged in
The Progress Rune:
5. **Knowledge** (E)

*Spell:* to give the target any desired knowledge, to make the target wiser, to increase the target's knowledge

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of knowledge, to increase one's knowledge of a particular target

*General answer:* the target is knowledge, is defined by knowledge or has knowledge

*Prescriptive answer:* an increase, clarification or correction of knowledge is necessary to solve the problem or remove the obstacle

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is due to knowledge that someone or something has
The Knowledge Rune:
6. *Status* (F)

*Spell:* to raise the target's status above others, increasing prestige (though not necessarily power)

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of status, to provide knowledge of how to achieve status in a particular situation or in general

*General answer:* the target is status or has status, or the target is a necessary part of existing status, status in the past or potential status

*Prescriptive answer:* status or its increase must be achieved in order to solve the problem or remove the obstacle

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is due to status that has been achieved by someone or something, or by the nature and implications of such status
The Status Rune:
7. *Wealth* (G)

*Spell:* to make the target wealthy

*Insight:* to give insight into how wealth may be acquired

*General answer:* the target is wealth or has wealth, or the target relates directly to wealth in some way

*Prescriptive answer:* wealth in general or an increase in wealth is necessary to solve the problem

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem is due to wealth --- either in the form of someone or something having too much wealth and using their wealth as a weapon
The Wealth Rune:
8. *Love (H)*

*Spell:* to induce love in one target for another target

*Insight:* to provide insight into the nature of love itself, into its origins, its definitions and manifestations, as well as into specific love relationships

*General answer:* the target relates to love in some way, either being love itself, possessing love or being a necessary component of a love-relationship

*Prescriptive answer:* love is required to solve the problem or removed obstacle, or love must be increased or changed in order to do so

*Diagnostic answer:* love itself is the problem or obstacle
The Love Rune:
9. Pleasure (I)

*Spell:* to provide pleasure to the target, to make the target a source of pleasure

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of pleasure, its origins, its causes and its definitions

*General answer:* the target involves pleasure, or the target itself is necessary for pleasure or joy

*Prescriptive answer:* pleasure is necessary to solve the situation or remove the obstacle

*Diagnostic answer:* the obstacle is pleasure, or relates to pleasure in some way
The Pleasure Rune:
10. *Protection* (K)

*Spell:* to protect the target from negative influences or negative situations and happenstance

*Insight:* to give insight into how threats may be guarded against

*General answer:* the target is necessary for protection, or is itself a form of protection

*Prescriptive answer:* protection is needed for a solution to the problem

*Diagnostic answer:* protection is/was/will be the cause of the problem or obstacle
The Protection Rune:
11. Memory (L)

*Spell:* to increase the target's memory, or the vividness of memories

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of memory, to uncover memories in a contemplative context, to perceive the memories of another

*General answer:* the significance of the target is related to memory, and the power that memory holds

*Prescriptive answer:* the re-arising of memories, memory itself, or a greater grasp of memory is the solution to the problem

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is due to the power that memories hold, to the nature of memories, to the form of memories (whether they are delusive or true) or to misunderstandings regarding memories
The Memory Rune:
12. **Summoning (M)**

*Spell:* to increase the ability to summon demons, to increase the vividness of summonings

*Insight:* to summon a demon through contemplation, to give insight into the nature of summoning

*General answer:* the target is related to summoning, or is summoning itself

*Prescriptive answer:* the obstacle or problem is best solved through demon summoning

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is related to summon, or has arisen from summoning
The Summoning Rune:
13. Bondage (N)

*Spell:* to prevent a target's range of motion or potential, to subject the target to restrictions and bondage

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of existing restrictions and bondage, to give insight into how best to implement restrictions and bondage

*General answer:* the target is related to bondage or restriction, or is bondage itself

*Prescriptive answer:* the problem or obstacle is removed by the implementation of restriction and bondage

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is bondage or restriction
The Bondage Rune:
14. Reason (O)

_Spell:_ to increase the ability of the target to reason and use logic

_Insight:_ to give insight into the nature of reason and logic

_General answer:_ logical behavior or implication is innate to the target, or the target itself is logical ability or reason

_Prescriptive answer:_ the problem will be solved or the obstacle will be removed through the mental processes of reasoning and logic, or through an increase and sharpening of these abilities

_Diagnostic answer:_ the problem or obstacle is reason itself, or integral to reason
The Reason Rune:
15. Change (P)

*Spell:* to instigate dramatic change in a target, to prompt a static target to change, to increase the rate of change in a slowly changing target

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of change itself, to give insight into the specific nature of changes which will occur to a specific target

*General answer:* changes define the target, or changes will soon occur to the target or involve the target

*Prescriptive answer:* the problem or obstacle will be removed by incidental changes, or the problem or obstacle will undergo changes on its own

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is inherent to the inevitabilities of change, or the problem or obstacle is inevitable to change itself
The Change Rune:
16. *Body (Q)*

*Spell:* to benefit a target's body, either through enhancing metabolism, health, adrenaline or through healing ailments and infirmities

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of the body itself, to gain insight regarding matters involving a particular target's body

*General answer:* the target is the body, the fact of embodiment or the body is its most significant aspect

*Prescriptive answer:* the problem or obstacle will be solved through the body, or when matters of the body are sufficiently dealt with

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is the body itself, or something which is occurring to the body
The Body Rune:
17. Truth (R)

*Spell:* to reveal the truth of a target, to reveal the truth to a target, to make the truth regarding a target publicly known

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of truth itself, or to give insight into specific truths

*General answer:* the target is truth itself, or relates specifically to the truth of the matter in a way where truth, and its knowing, is primary

*Prescriptive answer:* the revelation of the truth will solve the problem or remove the obstacle

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is the truth itself, or the fact that the truth is known
The Truth Rune:
18. Harmony (S)

_Spell:_ to establish concord or harmony between two targets, to incline a target to concord and harmony rather than disharmony and conflict

_Insight:_ to give insight into the nature of harmony, to understand its origin, what strengthens and furthers it

_General answer:_ the target is harmony itself, defined by harmony or necessary to the existence of harmony

_Prescriptive answer:_ the problem or obstacle will be solved when harmony is established

_Diagnostic answer:_ the problem or obstacle is due to harmony, or the problem or obstacle is inherent or necessary to the harmony inevitable in the target
The Harmony Rune:
19. Blessing (T)

*Spell:* to positively benefit to target through a specific or general blessing

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of blessing itself, to give insight into the ways blessings can be achieved, or how positive benefits can be obtained

*General answer:* the nature of the target is a blessing in itself, or integral to blessings and positive effects

*Prescriptive answer:* the problem or obstacle will be solved through the presence of blessings or positive effects (a magical solution is implied)

*Diagnostic answer:* the problems or obstacles are themselves necessary to blessings or positive effects, or will inevitably lead to such
The Blessing Rune:
20. *Order* (UVW)

*Spell:* to establish order or obedience in a target

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of order, of obedience, of obeying laws and following rules

*General answer:* the target is a form of order or rule obedience

*Prescriptive answer:* order is necessary to solve the problem or to remove the obstacle

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is necessary to order or law-obedience, or will inevitably lead to such
The Order Rune:
21. Finding (X)

*Spell:* to find the target, to cause the target to be found, to bring the target to a position where it may be found

*Insight:* to give insight into the location of the target

*General answer:* the finding of the target is indicated, or the finding of the target is integral or necessary to the question asked

*Prescriptive answer:* the problem or obstacle will be solved upon the finding of something which solves it (as opposed to action or the unfolding of fate)

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is due to something that has been found
The Finding Rune:
22. *Friend (Y)*

*Spell:* to create a friendship between people, to find a friendship

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of friendship itself, to give insight into the nature of a particular friendship, to reveal how friendships may be achieved, strengthened or furthered

*General answer:* the target is friendship itself, or related specifically to a friendship

*Prescriptive answer:* the solution to the problem, or the removal of the obstacle, will occur due to a friendship, or in tandem with a friendship

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is a friendship, or occurs in tandem with the friendship or as a necessary implication of a friendship
The Friend Rune:
23. Beginning (Z)

*Spell:* instigates the target to begin to occur, and to do so in a way favorable to its intent, blessing the target's beginning with success

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of what caused the target, to give insight into the target's initial conditions, and to give insights into the implications of the target's beginning

*General answer:* the target is defined by its beginning, or the target is identified with its beginning

*Prescriptive answer:* the problem or obstacle is in the beginning stages of its manifestation, and therefore requires quick action to alleviate it

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is innate or necessary to the beginning of the situation, being or thing
The Beginning Rune:
24. Material (End)

Spell: causes the target to assume the immutable characteristics of matter, making it unchanging and disinclined to influence

Insight: to give insight into the nature of matter, its operation and significance

General answer: the target is defined by the immutability and unchanging nature of material laws, and is therefore does not lend itself to easy influence, or is incapable of being influenced

Prescriptive answer: the problem or obstacle is unsolvable, or can only be solved with great difficulty

Diagnostic answer: the problem or obstacle is due to the presence of matter, or the material nature of the target
The Material Rune:
Part II: Inverted Runes
25. *Death* (A)

*Spell:* to give the target sicknesses and ailments, to reduce the target's vigor, to lessen the target's lifespan

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of death and decay in the cosmos, to give insight into a target's specific death and decline

*General answer:* the target is inherent within the fact of death and decay, or the inevitability of death and decay

*Prescriptive answer:* death or sickness, whether physical or mental, is required to solve the problem or to remove obstacles

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is death, decay or sickness
The Death Rune:
26. Sleep (B)

*Spell:* to induce sleep in the target, to reduce a target's awareness, to decrease alertness or awakeness in the target

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of sleep in the cosmos, to give insight into the origin of insomnia and how it may be cured

*General answer:* the target is sleep or characterized by sleep, or is a matter that attends the phenomena of sleep

*Prescriptive answer:* deeper or more frequent sleep is necessary to solve the problem or remove the obstacle, or problems that surrounded sleep must be solved in order for the greater problem to be dealt with

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is due to matters which attend sleep, or sleep itself
The Sleep Rune:
Spell: to cause the target to weaken, to push the target to a state of weakness

Insight: to give insight into the target's weaknesses, how they may be exploited and how they may be rectified

General answer: the target is characterized by weakness or possesses weakness as its most significant trait

Prescriptive answer: weakness must be surmounted in order to solve the problem remove the obstacle

Diagnostic answer: the problem or obstacle is due to the weakness that someone or something possesses, or due to the nature weaknesses itself
The Weakness Rune:
28. Regress (D)

*Spell:* to cause the target to regress quicker than its fate would dictate, or to cause the target to return to a prior condition

*Insight:* to give hindsight into the nature of the target's prior condition

*General answer:* the target is in the process of regressing or returning to a prior condition

*Prescriptive answer:* the problem or obstacle is to be solved by returning the target to a former condition

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is due to the origins of the target, or is due to the target's regression into former conditions
The Regress Rune:
29. Delusion (E)

Spell: to cause the target to be deluded, to remove the target's wisdom, to reduce the target's knowledge

Insight: to give insight into the nature of delusion, whether in a particular instance or concerning a particular target, or in general

General answer: the target is delusion or is characterized by delusion as its predominant or most significant feature

Prescriptive answer: an increase or intensification of delusion is necessary to solve the problem or to remove the obstacle (this may apply to the target or oneself, depending upon how the question is posed)

Diagnostic answer: the problem or obstacle is due to the delusion that someone or something has
The Delusion Rune:
30. Downfall (F)

*Spell:* to cause the target's loss of status or downfall, decreasing prestige (though not necessarily power)

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of downfall, to provide information as to how to induce it or remedy it

*General answer:* the target is the cause of downfall, or is undergoing the process of downfall

*Prescriptive answer:* downfall on part of someone or something must occur in order to solve the problem or remove the obstacle

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is due to a downfall status, or inherently implies such downfall
The Downfall Rune:
31. Poverty (G)

*Spell*: to make the target poor, to reduce their wealth

*Insight*: to give insight into the cause of poverty, or how poverty can be induced in the target

*General answer*: the target is poverty, or possesses poverty, or relates to poverty in some manner

*Prescriptive answer*: poverty or a decrease in wealth is necessary to solve the problem or to remove the obstacle

*Diagnostic answer*: the problem or obstacle is due to poverty, or related to poverty
The Poverty Rune:
32. *Hate* (H)

*Spell:* to induce hate in one target for another target

*Insight:* to provide insight into the nature of hate itself, its origins, its definitions and manifestations, as well as into specific hatreds

*General answer:* the target is hate, or possesses hate, or hate is necessary to the targets existence

*Prescriptive answer:* hatred is required to remove the obstacle and to solve the problem

*Diagnostic answer:* hate itself is the problem or obstacle, or hate is its most significant feature
The Hate Rune:
33. Suffering (I)

*Spell:* to induce suffering and the target, to make this target a source of suffering

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of suffering, its origins, its causes and its definitions

*General answer:* the target is suffering, or involves suffering as a necessary implication or consequence

*Prescriptive answer:* suffering is necessary to solve the problem or remove the obstacle

*Diagnostic answer:* the obstacle is suffering itself, or it is integrally related to suffering
The Suffering Rune:
34. *Attack* (K)

*Spell:* to attack the target through negative influences, situations and happenstances

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of an attack, or to give insight into what attacks are most effective on a target

*General answer:* the target is an attack or is characterized by an attack

*Prescriptive answer:* the problem or obstacle must be resolved through an attack, either directly or indirectly

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is due to an attack, or is an attack itself
The Attack Rune:
35. Forgetfulness (L)

Spell: to induce forgetfulness in a target, to reduce or inhibit memory

Insight: to give insight into the nature of forgetfulness, its origins and causes, to induce a state of contemplative forgetfulness or mystical unknowing

General answer: the significance of the target is related to forgetfulness, or as a consequence of forgetfulness

Prescriptive answer: the problem will be solved or the obstacle will be moved on the basis of forgetfulness or through forgetfulness

Diagnostic answer: the problem or obstacle is due to forgetfulness, or is forgetfulness itself
The Forgetfulness Rune:
36. *Banishing* (M)

*Spell:* to keep demons/spirits at bay, to send away demons/spirits that have been summoned

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of banishing, to reveal causes of why demons/spirits are present around the target

*General answer:* the target is related to banishing, or is banishing itself

*Prescriptive answer:* the obstacle or problem is best solved through magical banishing

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is related to banishing, either through an insufficient banishing, through banishing not being implemented, or as a consequence of banishing that has occurred
The Banishing Rune:
37. *Freedom* (N)

*Spell:* to free a target from bondage, to increase its range of motion or potential

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of freedom, to give insight into how to release bonds

*General answer:* the target is related to freedom, or is freedom itself

*Prescriptive answer:* the problem or obstacle will be removed by the increase or implementation of freedom

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is freedom or is a necessary consequence of freedom
The Freedom Rune:
38. Unreason (O)

*Spell:* to reduce the target's ability to use reason and logic

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of unreason and irrationality

*General answer:* the target is itself unreason, or is related to or characterized by unreason

*Prescriptive answer:* the solution of the problem or the removal of the obstacle will be accomplished by the application of unreason or irrationality

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is unreason itself or is a necessary consequence of unreason
The Unreason Rune:
39. *Stasis* (P)

**Spell:** to solidify the target in its current state, to reduce changeability, to slow the rate of change

**Insight:** to give insight into the unchanging principles that underlie or characterize a target

**General answer:** stasis defines the target, or else the target is characterized by stasis due to the principles which underlie it

**Prescriptive answer:** the problem or obstacle will be removed when stasis is established

**Diagnostic answer:** the problem or obstacle is due to stasis, or is an unchanging problem obstacle, and cannot be removed
The Stasis Rune:
40. *Mind* (Q)

*Spell:* to benefit the target's mind, enhancing mental clarity, memory, ingenuity, inspiration, emotional, to heal mental ailments and infirmities

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of the mind itself, to gain insight into a particular target's mind

*General answer:* the target is a mind, or the fact of mentation

*Prescriptive answer:* the problem or obstacle will be solved through the mind, or as matters of the mind are sufficiently dealt with

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is mental, or something which is occurring to the mind or within the mind
The Mind Rune:
41. Deception (R)

Spell: to obscure the truth of a target, whether in public or in private

Insight: to give insight into the nature of deception, its causes, origins, and manifestations

General answer: the target is deception itself, or relates to deception

Prescriptive answer: the obstacle will be removed or the problem will be solved when the truth is obscured

Diagnostic answer: the problem or obstacle is due to deception
The Deception Rune:
42. Conflict (S)

*Spell:* to instigate conflict between two targets, to incline a target to conflict

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of conflict, its origins, what strengthens and furthers it

*General answer:* the target is conflict itself, or possesses conflict as a necessary component

*Prescriptive answer:* the problem will be solved with obstacle will be removed once conflict has been instigated

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is due to conflict, or exists inherent in conflict
The Conflict Rune:
43. *Curse* (T)

*Spell:* to negatively impact the target through a specific or general curse

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of curses, whether specific or general, to give insight into what curses will be most effective

*General answer:* the nature of the target is a curse, or is integral to a curse

*Prescriptive answer:* the problem will be solved or the obstacle will be removed once a curse has been successfully implemented

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is the result of a curse, or is related to a curse
The Curse Rune:
44. *Chaos* (UVW)

*Spell:* to establish chaos or disobedience in a target

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of chaos

*General answer:* the target is chaos, or characterized by chaos

*Prescriptive answer:* chaos is necessary to solve the problem or remove the obstacle

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is due to chaos, or has chaos as its origin or in its trajectory
The Chaos Rune:
45. Losing (X)

Spell: to cause a target to be lost, to lose a target, to bring the target to a position where it will be lost

Insight: to give insight into the nature of loss itself or a lost target

General answer: the loss of the target is indicated, or the target implies loss

Prescriptive answer: the problem will be solved or obstacle will be removed in conjunction with the loss of the target, or the loss of something inherent to the target

Diagnostic answer: the problem or obstacle is due to loss or will cause a loss
The Loss Rune:
46. **Enemy (Y)**

*Spell:* to cause a target to be an enemy, to cause two or more targets to become enemies

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of enemies, known or unknown

*General answer:* the target is an enemy, or an enemy is implied in the target or related to the target

*Prescriptive answer:* the solution to the problem, or the removal of the obstacle, will occur when an enemy has been sufficiently dealt with

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem obstacle is an enemy, or is related to an enemy/enemies
The Enemy Rune:
47. *End (Z)*

*Spell:* instigates the target to end, or to begin its ending, pushing it on the path of decline

*Insight:* to give insight into the nature of what will end the target, its condition of ending and the implications of its ending

*General answer:* the target is ending, the target is defined by or with its ending, or an ending is otherwise indicated

*Prescriptive answer:* the problem or obstacle is in the process of ending

*Diagnostic answer:* the problem or obstacle is innate to the ending of a situation, being or thing
The End Rune:
Spell: causes the target to lose its immutability and unchangeability, making it changeable and inclined to influence

Insight: to give insight into the nature of the immaterial (the spiritual), its operation and significance

General answer: the target is defined by mutability and the changeable nature of spiritual laws, and therefore lends itself to easy influence, and is quite capable of being influenced

Prescriptive answer: the problem or obstacle is solvable, or can be solved with ease

Diagnostic answer: the problem or obstacle is due to the presence of the immaterial, or the immaterial nature of the target
The Immaterial Rune: